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Seasonal migration is a behavioral response to predictable variation in environmental
resources, risks, and conditions. In behaviorally plastic migrants, migration is a
conditional strategy that depends, in part, on an individual’s informational state. The
cognitive processes that underlie how facultative migrants understand and respond to
their environment are not well understood. We compared perception of the present
environment to memory and omniscience as competing cognitive mechanisms driving
altitudinal migratory decisions in an endangered ungulate, the Sierra Nevada bighorn
sheep (Ovis canadensis sierrae) using 1,298 animal years of data, encompassing
460 unique individuals. We built a suite of statistical models to partition variation
in fall migratory status explained by cognitive predictors, while controlling for non-
cognitive drivers. To approximate attribute memory, we included lagged attributes of
the range an individual experienced in the previous year. We quantified perception
by limiting an individual’s knowledge of migratory range to the area and attributes
visible from its summer range, prior to migrating. Our results show that perception,
in addition to the migratory propensity of an individual’s social group, and an individual’s
migratory history are the best predictors of migration in our system. Our findings
suggest that short-distance altitudinal migration is, in part, a response to an individual’s
perception of conditions on alterative winter range. In long-distance partial migrants,
exploration of migratory decision-making has been limited, but it is unlikely that migratory
decisions would be based on sensory cues from a remote target range. Differing
cognitive mechanisms underpinning short and long-distance migratory decisions will
result in differing levels of behavioral plasticity in response to global climate change
and anthropogenic disturbance, with important implications for management and
conservation of migratory species.

Keywords: memory, perception, culture, facultative migration, partial migration, ungulates, reintroduction,
cognitive movement ecology
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INTRODUCTION

Seasonal migration is defined as a regular movement between
two or more discrete seasonal ranges separated in space and
time (Avgar et al., 2014; Berg et al., 2019). Seasonal migration
allows individuals inhabiting environments with temporally
predictable variation to track resources, like forage and mates,
avoid risks associated with predation and parasitism, and mediate
exposure to adverse climatic conditions (Fryxell and Sinclair,
1988; Mysterud et al., 2011; Avgar et al., 2014). Migratory
behavior contributes to the increased growth, survival, and
reproduction of migratory individuals (Hebblewhite and Merrill,
2011; White et al., 2014). Across a population, the improved
demographic performance of migrants contributes to larger
equilibrium population sizes than could be achieved through
resident behavioral strategies (Fryxell et al., 1988; Fryxell and
Sinclair, 1988).The influence of migrants also spans ecosystems
as they transport nutrients, disperse seeds, serve as vectors for
parasites and disease, and participate in trophic interactions,
bridging disjunct habitats (Bauer and Hoye, 2014; Shaw, 2016).
The ecological services and ecotourism industries supported
by migration generate considerable economic value for the
public (Shaw, 2016; Kauffman et al., 2021). The conservation
of migratory behavior is important not only to maintain
sustainable populations of migratory species, but also to protect
the ecological and economic benefits migration confers.

The size of migratory populations and prevalence of migratory
behavior has declined globally across terrestrial herbivores,
particularly among ungulates (Harris et al., 2009; Tucker et al.,
2018; Kauffman et al., 2021). The loss of migrants is primarily
attributed to anthropogenic disturbance and global climate
change (Lendrum et al., 2013). In species such as mule deer
(Odocoileus hemionus) (Sawyer et al., 2019) and caribou (Rangifer
tarandus) (Dalerum et al., 2007), migration is a fixed, innate
behavior arising from genetics or maternal effects (Møller
et al., 2011; Pulido, 2011). However, migration can also be
a conditional strategy with individuals exhibiting behavioral
plasticity in response to changes in their internal state and
external environment, as observed in moose (Alces alces) (Ball
et al., 2001; Singh et al., 2012), roe deer (Capreolus capreolus)
(Cagnacci et al., 2011), pronghorn (Antilocapra americana)
(White et al., 2007), and bighorn sheep (Spitz et al., 2018;
Denryter et al., 2021b). Behaviorally plastic migrants make a
series of choices with respect to their migratory movements. First
individuals decide if they will migrate or remain resident on their
present range. If migrating, they also choose when to leave and
where to go. We consider only the initial decision to migrate in
this manuscript, and refer to this event as a “migratory decision”.
Our objective is to understand why individuals choose to migrate,
rather than where they go or how they get there. Understanding
why terrestrial herbivores decide to migrate is necessary to
predict the conditions under which migratory behavior may
disappear, allowing for the implementation of proactive, rather
than reactive conservation measures.

Plastic migratory behavior is hypothesized to be a response
to the physical environment, conditional on an individual’s
internal state and social environment. Individuals may decide

to migrate to follow ephemeral resources, or avoid risks and
unfavorable conditions in portions of their physical environment.
The forage maturation hypothesis posits that migrants track
phenological gradients of plant growth across the landscape
to maximize energy and nutrient intake (Fryxell and Sinclair,
1988; Hebblewhite et al., 2008; Berg et al., 2019). Conversely,
the predator avoidance hypothesis states that individuals migrate
to escape or mitigate consumptive risk, including predation,
parasitism, and hunting pressure (Bergerud et al., 1990; Barten
et al., 2001; Skov et al., 2011). Migration may also allow
individuals to avoid adverse conditions they cannot tolerate
including extreme temperatures, drought, and precipitation
events (Ketterson and Nolan, 1976; Sabine et al., 2002; Brinkman
et al., 2005). Resources, risks, conditions, and the interactions of
these elements are presumably evaluated by an individual, in the
context of its internal state and social environment, as it decides
whether or not to migrate. Relatively fixed (like age class, sex, or
life history strategy) and continuously variable (like body fat or
lactation status) attributes of an individual’s physical condition
may influence its migratory propensity (Lundberg, 1987; Grayson
and Wilbur, 2009; Chapman et al., 2011; Pulido, 2011; Berg et al.,
2019). The terminal investment hypothesis predicts that older
individuals will be more likely to accept mortality risks associated
with migration to access resources that increase the likelihood of
successful reproduction, compared to younger individuals who
should invest in their future reproductive potential, and hence,
their long-term survival (Clutton-Brock, 1984). These hypotheses
suggest that migration is a behavioral adaptation to optimize
fitness in variable physical environments, and that behavioral
plasticity is a response to shifts in the risk-reward tradeoff over
the lifetime of an individual.

An individual’s internal state is also shaped by its social
environment – here defined as all intraspecific interactions –
through density dependent effects and transmission of
information between individuals. The dominance or competitive
release hypothesis predicts that less dominant individuals will
migrate to avoid intraspecific competition for resources when
populations reach high densities (Gauthreaux, 1982; Nelson,
1995; Mysterud et al., 2011). On the other hand, positive
density dependence (Allee effects) may influence migratory
propensity when remaining part of a group confers a fitness
advantage (Borrello, 2012) through increased predator vigilance
(many eyes) (Lima, 1995; Rieucau and Martin, 2008), reduced
predation risk via dilution and confusion effects (Pulliam,
1973; Krause and Ruxton, 2002; Chapman et al., 2011), or
transmission of knowledge from experienced migrants (Heyes,
1994; Mueller et al., 2013; Jesmer et al., 2018; Lowrey et al.,
2020). The migratory behavior of an individual may mirror
the migratory tendencies of its social group – what we term
migratory “culture” – because behavior matching maintains
group cohesion. These hypothesized mechanisms underpinning
migratory plasticity are heavily focused on external drivers, while
an individual’s knowledge of its internal state and environment
are given little consideration.

An implicit assumption of most research into the
environmental drivers of migration is that individuals are
omniscient, possessing complete and perfect knowledge of their
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surroundings near and far [as approximated by remotely-sensed
environmental covariates, but see cultural transmission (Jesmer
et al., 2018)]. However, behaviorally plastic migrants, particularly
long-distance migrants, are likely making migratory decisions
with less than complete knowledge of the habitat at their
destination. Cognition, the processes concerned with the
acquisition, retention, and use of information (Dukas, 1998,
2004; Kashetsky et al., 2021), is the lens through which an
individual comes to understand its physical environment.
Therefore, migratory behavior arises from an individual’s
‘informational state’- knowledge of its current and alternative
environments, rather than the attributes of the environment
itself (Blumstein and Bouskila, 1996; Avgar et al., 2013; Merkle
et al., 2019).

An individual’s knowledge of its environment may result
from previous experience, which when encoded in the brain and
retained over time is called memory (Fagan et al., 2013; Kashetsky
et al., 2021). Memory encompasses two forms of information:
an individual’s experience of its physical environment (attribute
memory) and the spatial location associated with that experience
(spatial memory) (Fagan et al., 2013). Bracis and Mueller
(2017) found that memory was the best cognitive predictor
of long-distance migration in zebras. Abrahms et al. (2019)
uncovered evidence of blue whale reliance on memory to track
algal blooms. Merkle et al. (2019) were unable to replicate
the migratory trajectories of mule deer without the inclusion
of a spatial memory component in their individual-based
simulations. However, all three of these studies focused on
the cognitive processes underlying navigation during migration,
rather than migratory decision-making. Memory provides
behaviorally plastic migrants with a cognitive mechanism to
evaluate the profitability of alternative behavioral strategies
based on past range conditions. However, memory-driven
migration is a response to a predicted state of the migratory
range based on past experience, rather than a response to
temporally proximate cues. In environments characterized by
high interannual variability of resources, risks and conditions,
memory-driven migration may lead to a mismatch between the
timing of movement and the optimal environmental state of
the target range.

Alternatively, individuals could make migratory decisions in
response to information gathered about the present state of the
physical environment. Individuals perceive their environment
through visual, olfactory, auditory, and other sensory cues,
but the information available to an organism is constrained
by its perceptual range. Therefore, perception may be a more
useful cognitive mechanism for guiding local movements and
short-distance migrations, than for facilitating long-distance
migratory movements (Bracis and Mueller, 2017). Bracis and
Mueller (2017), Abrahms et al. (2019), and Merkle et al. (2019)
evaluated perception as a mechanism facilitating navigation
during migration in their respective systems, but found that
individual responses to local forage conditions did not give rise
to the observed migratory trajectories. Interestingly, all three
studies compared memory and perception as cognitive drivers
of migration in species of long-distance migrants (migratory
destination outside of the perceptual range of an individual). To

our knowledge, a similar comparative analysis has never been
conducted in a population of short-distance migrants (migratory
destination within the perceptual range of an individual).
In focusing on navigation, these previous studies also only
included individuals that had previously made the decision to
migrate. The cognitive drivers of migratory decision-making
have yet to be addressed empirically. Understanding how the
cognitive drivers of short and long-distance migration differ
will be important for predicting the plasticity of migratory
behavior in response to anthropogenic habitat alteration and
global climate change.

While cognition likely underpins migratory behavior,
particularly in behaviorally plastic migrants, cognitive drivers
of migratory decision-making receive much less attention than
other hypothesized mechanisms (Kashetsky et al., 2021). Our
objective is to determine if cognitive processes – specifically
attribute memory and perception – influence the decisions
of large herbivores to undertake short-distance, altitudinal
migrations. We sought to answer this question by investigating
longitudinal location data gathered from Sierra Nevada
bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis sierrae, hereafter SNBS),
an ideal study species because SNBS exhibit one of the
highest rates of individual switching between resident and
migratory behavior among ungulates (Spitz et al., 2018).
We built a suite of mixed effect logistic regression models
with variation in migratory status explained by cognitive
and non-cognitive predictors. Our goal was to isolate the
contribution of cognitive processes to migratory decision-
making by controlling for the non-cognitive drivers with the
most explanatory power, and then introducing the effects
of cognition. We modeled attribute memory by including
lagged environmental covariates reflecting range conditions
experienced by an individual in the previous year. Since
bighorn are a highly visual species with good long-distance
eyesight (Mooring et al., 2003), we integrated perception
into our models by quantifying the area and attributes of
alternative ranges a bighorn could see at the time it was making
a migratory decision using a viewshed analysis (ESRI, 2020). We
eliminated covariates from the global and nested models using
stepwise model reduction and evaluated model performance
using goodness of fit statistics, finding that perception is
the most important cognitive process influencing migratory
propensity in SNBS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Focal Species and Study Site
Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep are a subspecies of partially
(not all members of the population migrate) and facultatively
(individuals are not fixed in their migratory strategy and may
switch between years) migratory wild sheep endemic to the
southern and central portions of the Sierra Nevada mountain
range in eastern California (US Fish and Wildlife Service, 2007).
Due to market hunting and disease transmission from domestic
sheep, by the 1970s only three native SNBS herds remained
(US Fish and Wildlife Service, 2007). Herds are subpopulations
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defined by boundaries in geographic space outlined in the 2007
SNBS Recovery Plan (US Fish and Wildlife Service, 2007).
Between 1979 and 1988, those three herds were used to expand
the geographic range of SNBS throughout much of the species’
historic range. There are presently 14 SNBS herds, ranging in size
from 9 to 138 animals, for a total population of approximately
600 individuals.

The Sierra Nevada (hereafter Sierra) mountains are 650 km
long and between 75 and 125 km wide, with a north-south
elevational gradient (Hill, 2006). The tallest peaks, including the
highest point in the conterminous United States (Mt. Whitney;
4,421 m), are found in the southern part of the range. The western
slope of the Sierra is gentle and mesic in contrast to the steep,
xeric escarpment of the eastern slope (Hill, 2006). During the
winter, most SNBS herds are found to the east of the Sierra
crest in habitat encompassed by the range’s rain shadow. Annual
precipitation is highly variable, but generally falls in the form of
snow between October and May, with snow persisting at high-
elevations until late summer (California Department of Water
Resources, 2019). Snow accumulation at high-elevations ranges
between 500 and 1,500 cm annually (California Department
of Water Resources, 2019). Winds near the crest of the Sierra
average 43 km/h and scour snow from the alpine ridges,
providing snow-free habitat for SNBS (Bair et al., 2015).

Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep summer in the alpine
(elevations > 3,300 m) (Spitz et al., 2018), a habitat spanning the
crest of the Sierra characterized by sparse vegetation interspersed
with meadows. Average temperatures in the alpine range from
daily lows of−2◦C to highs of 15◦C during the summer, and−14
to −1◦C during the winter, with snowfall possible year-round
(California Department of Water Resources, 2019). SNBS
may overwinter in the alpine or at lower elevations (1,525–
2,500 m) (Spitz et al., 2018). The low-elevation winter range is
characterized by sage brush-steppe (Artemisia tridentata) plant
communities. During the winter, average daily temperatures
on these low-elevation ranges are between −2 and 7◦C
(California Department of Water Resources, 2019). SNBS may
travel through mid-elevation (2,500–3,300 m) pinyon-juniper
woodlands, coniferous forests, and subalpine meadows when
migrating from summer to low-elevation winter range. The
straight-line distance between high- and low-elevation ranges is,
however, typically <5 km.

Migratory Delineation
Location data for SNBS are collected by the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) via direct capture,
ground field surveys, and very high frequency (VHF) and global
positioning system (GPS) telemetry (Stephenson et al., 2012).
For the purposes of this study, our animal year begins July
1st (post spring migration and lambing) and ends June 30th.
Our animal years are further divided into 3-month seasons
with summer defined as July–September (months 7–9), fall as
October–December (months 10–12), winter as January–March
(months 1–3), and spring as April–June (months 4–6). Helicopter
net gun captures are conducted in the spring and fall to deploy
GPS and VHF collars and for the purposes of translocating
individuals between herd units. Annual ground surveys are

conducted during the summer or winter seasons for every herd
unit (with seasonal variability in survey timing necessary to
optimize survey success). Observers undertake a full population
census for each herd unit, recording the number, age, and sex
of all bighorn, along with the location of marked individuals
(Johnson et al., 2010a). Monthly fixed wing telemetry flights
gather positional data on VHF-collared bighorn (Stephenson
et al., 2012). GPS-collared animals provide between 2 and 24 daily
locations, uploaded continuously to CDFW via satellite.

We used these four sources of positional data to classify the
migratory behavior of individual SNBS. Migration of SNBS is
altitudinal (2,000–2,500 m) over relatively short distances (4–
10 km), and its fall bout (from high to low-elevation) can occur
any time between November and January of the following year
(Spitz et al., 2018). Spitz et al. (2017) developed an altitudinal
net squared displacement (NSD) method for classifying the
migratory status of SNBS, but the approach is only applicable to
individuals with sufficient telemetry data. We developed a new
technique to delineate migration in SNBS that can accommodate
all forms of positional data, increase sample size, and allow for
the fitting of more complex models. We used an elevational
cutoff of 2,850 m to demarcate ‘migrant’ and ‘resident’ classes
of SNBS. We selected a cutoff of 2,850 m because that elevation
provided a clear separation between used high and low-elevation
winter habitat across herd units based on GPS data. For any given
year, animals detected below 2,850 m one or more times during
the winter season (January–March) were classified as ‘migrant,’
while individuals not detected below 2,850 m, but observed at
higher elevations were classified as ‘resident.’ We deemed a single
detection below the elevational threshold sufficient to classify an
individual as migratory based on a sensitivity analysis of GPS
collared individuals. Removing individuals with few positional
fixes below 2,850 m did not change the number of migrants. We
assigned animals known to be alive, but not detected during a
given year an “unknown” migratory status.

Given that multiple types of location data are often collected
for a single individual during an animal year, we developed a
hierarchical classification structure for migratory behavior based
on the uncertainty of observing an individual below 2,850 m. We
considered data types with the most positional fixes to provide
the most reliable migratory classifications because they minimize
the risk of failing to detect an individual on low-elevation winter
range, if it was present. In our hierarchy, there are four levels;
GPS data provides the most accurate migratory classification,
followed by VHF, ground survey, and capture data. We found
few conflicts between migratory classifications across levels of the
hierarchy so we concluded a migratory designation could arise
from any data type. We validated our migratory classification
via elevational cutoff for GPS-collared bighorn against NSD
classifications of migration and found that our categorizations
only differed by our treatment of flexible migrants. Our classifier
has an intentional migratory bias because our focus is on drivers
of seasonal movements to low-elevation winter range. Our use
of realized migration as a proxy for migratory decision-making
rests on the assumption that all individuals that decide to migrate
complete the migration, and are observed on low-elevation
winter range. We believe this assumption is reasonable given
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that SNBS typically complete their fall migration within the
span of a few days.

Range Delineation
We developed a habitat suitability metric to delineate available
summer, winter high, and winter low-elevation ranges
independent of present SNBS use. We chose to define ranges
independent of present use to (1) accommodate individuals
without GPS data, and (2) to create a temporally-static set of
polygons within which we explore temporally dynamic variables.
We defined three range classes (summer, high-elevation winter,
and low-elevation winter) using the resource selection functions
(RSFs) for SNBS presented in Spitz et al. (2020) (Figure 1). RSFs
provide a continuous characterization of range-specific habitat
based on relative intensity of use. To demarcate summer range,
we used ArcGIS (ESRI, 2021) to select the largest 5% of RSF
values from a raster describing the relative intensity of summer
habitat use, and merged these cells into sub-seasonal range

polygons, excluding areas less than 200,000 m2 (Figure 1C). To
define the winter ranges, we combined the raw RSF values for
high and low-elevation habitat in raster cell x into a single index
using the formula:

[
wRSFlow (x)+ wRSFhigh (x)

]
· ln

[
wRSFlow (x)
wRSFhigh (x)

]

where wRSFlow and wRSFhigh are the winter RSF values for low
and high elevation habitats in x. The index describes high and
low winter habitat in a single raster with high-elevation winter
range having the smallest (negative) values and low-elevation
winter range having the highest (positive) values (Figure 1). The
use of the RSF index, rather than the raw values, ensures that
the classifications of high and low-elevation range are mutually
exclusive. A raster cell must have both a large combined RSF

FIGURE 1 | (A) Baxter herd unit high-elevation winter range RSF with blue and yellow colors representing low and high values of relative selection strength (RSS),
respectively (RSS colors should be interpreted similarly for panels B,C). The purple polygons delineate the Baxter high-elevation winter range considered in our
analysis, and encompass the lowest 5% of RSF index values, excluding polygons with areas less than 200,000 m2. (B) Baxter herd unit low-elevation winter range
RSF with orange polygons delineating the low-elevation winter range considered in our analysis. Polygon boundaries encompass the highest 5% of RSF index
values, excluding areas less than 200,000 m2 in size. (C) Baxter herd unit summer range RSF with pink polygons delineating the summer range considered in our
analysis. Polygon boundaries encompass the highest 5% of RSS values, excluding areas less than 200,000 m2 in size. (D) Baxter herd unit RSF index values plotted
spatially. Orange low-elevation and purple high-elevation winter range raster cells contain values that fall within the highest 5% or lowest 5% of the RSF index,
respectively. Tan raster cells include all index values outside of the most extreme 10% of the data. This index map does not perfectly match the realized range
polygons because areas less than 200,000 m2 are included. (E) A histogram of the RSF index raster values. Orange and purple bars represent the highest and
lowest 5% of values, respectively (corresponding with low and high elevation range in panel D). The tan bars include all values outside of the most extreme 10% of
the data (corresponding with the landscape matrix in panel D). (F) Composite map of Baxter herd unit high and low-elevation winter range and summer range
polygons. High-elevation winter and summer range overlap extensively, hence why the pink and purple polygons are nearly indistinguishable.
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value (wRSFlow (x)+ wRSFhigh (x)), and a large range-specific
RSF value (low or high) to be considered a candidate for inclusion
in a winter range. We selected the largest and smallest 5% of the
values to define the low-elevation and high-elevation winter sub-
seasonal ranges, respectively. Both the RSF (summer range) and
index (winter ranges) threshold values were chosen because the
resultant sub-seasonal ranges encompassed all the GPS points of
range resident (non-transient) individuals. Based on this range
delineation, each herd unit contains between 1 and 35 sub-
seasonal ranges for each combination of season and elevation,
that we refer to in aggregate as the seasonal range (summer,
high-elevation winter, and low-elevation winter). Given that
individuals without GPS data cannot be attributed to a sub-
seasonal range polygon, all individual associations are considered
to occur at the level of the seasonal range.

Covariates
We attempted to explain variation in migratory status between
individuals using cognitive predictors – perception and
memory – while controlling for non-cognitive drivers – an
individual’s internal state and social and physical (conditions,
risks, and resources) environment. The physical environment
of an SNBS is characterized by forage biomass, shrub cover,
snow-free area, distance to steep terrain, lion predation risk,
and distance to migratory range. The biological importance
and methods used to derive each covariate are explored in
detail below. While change in the physical environment may
underlie migration, it is unclear if SNBS are pushed from their
present range by unfavorable conditions or pulled to an alternate
range by favorable conditions. For an individual to be drawn to
an alternative range, it must possess some information about
conditions at that location. An individual may remember what
it experienced at that location in the previous year (memory) or
use its senses to gather information about the present state of the
alternate range (perception). Memory and perception provide
partial information about conditions at a distant location,
but an individual may also possess complete information
(omniscience), as assumed by many ecological models. An
individual’s propensity to migrate may also be influenced by its
internal state (sex and age, as well as previous migratory history)
and social environment. An individual’s social environment is
comprised of the migratory behavior of its social group (deme
culture), the length of time its social group has existed (deme
history), and the size of the group (deme size). Our base model
encapsulates all the information an individual possesses about
itself, its social environment, and present resources, risks, and
conditions at the time it makes the decision to migrate. Our three
cognitive models (omniscient, perception, memory) represent
different degrees and sources of information about alternative
ranges, while controlling for important base model covariates.
All models and the covariates they include are described in detail
below and summarized in Table 1.

Physical Environment Covariates
Access to resources, exposure to risks, and experienced
conditions may influence migratory behavior by either attracting
animals to or repelling them from a seasonal range. For each

season in each sub-seasonal range (polygons delineated using the
approach outlined in Section “Range Delineation”), we extracted
all environmental covariates detailed below and calculated their
average values. To aggregate the covariates to reflect seasonal
range-level measurements (each seasonal range includes 1–35
sub-seasonal polygons), we took the area-weighted means of
these averages across all sub-seasonal polygons in a range. We
adjusted the spatial scaling of all means to correspond to an
average value per hectare of range, and then multiplied by the
aggregated range area in hectares to represent the mean seasonal
quantity of the covariate.

Increased availability of forage on winter range during
the winter season is a resource expected to attract SNBS,
and hence positively affect their tendency to migrate. We
quantified standing residual forage using the Rangeland Analysis
Platform (RAP) biomass tool which combines field, satellite,
meteorological, and land surface data to model vegetation
productivity across the western United States (Jones et al., 2018).
The RAP modeling framework estimates accumulated primary
production according to plant functional type every 16 days at
a spatial resolution of 30 m (Robinson et al., 2019; Jones et al.,
2021). We calculated cumulative annual herbaceous biomass in
kilograms per hectare (kg/ha) by summing the forb and grass
biomass estimates across seasons, beginning in the spring of the
preceding animal year through the winter of the focal animal
year. Although the RAP biomass data suggests new growth occurs
on some high-elevation winter ranges during the winter, we
chose to exclude these values based on expert opinion. We did
include winter biomass accumulation values for low-elevation
winter range because green-up can occur as early as January given
sufficient precipitation (Wehausen, 1992).

Browse comprised of woody shrubs may serve as an important
nutritional resource for SNBS during the winter months when
forage access is restricted by snow cover. We estimated the annual
shrub cover for each sub-seasonal range using RAP’s modeled
fractional cover product (Jones et al., 2018; Allred et al., 2021).
Our range-aggregated shrub cover index is an estimate of the
total hectares of shrub cover within a range based on an area-
weighted mean shrub cover across all sub-seasonal ranges. We
predicted that increases in forage biomass or shrubs on winter
range would increase that range’s attractiveness because of an
increase in nutritional resources.

While SNBS survive extreme winter conditions in the Sierra,
extensive snow cover can impede movement and restrict access
to forage and browse, increasing reliance on body fat reserves
to stave off starvation (Monteith et al., 2013; Stephenson et al.,
2020). We accounted for the potential role of snow-free area
as an attractor to SNBS using daily downscaled 30 m fractional
snow cover layers (Rittger et al., 2021) aggregated to produce
seasonal average percent snow cover estimates per hectare for
each seasonal range. Given that SNBS may migrate during either
fall or winter seasons, and the seasons are of equal length, we
averaged the range-aggregated mean percent snow cover for the
fall and winter to encompass snow attributes at all times of the
year when SNBS make migratory decisions. Finally, to calculate
the total hectares of snow-free area within a range across the fall
and winter seasons, we subtracted the mean percent snow cover
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TABLE 1 | Covariate structure of our full and trimmed base, omniscient, perception, memory, and global models.

Base Omniscient Perception Memory Global

Category Covariate Effect Full Trim Full Trim Full Trim Full Trim Full Trim

Individual Sex 0 X

Sex: age 0 X

Migratory history + X X * * * * * * X X

Translocation status − X

Social envio. Deme culture + X X * * * * * * X X

Deme history − X X * * * * * * X X

Deme size + X

Physical envio. Fall biomass WH − X

Snow-free area WH − X

Dist. steep WH − X X * * * * * * X X

Winter biomass WL + X

Snow-free area WL + X X X

Dist. steep WL − X

Lions WL − X

Cognitive View area WL + X

View biomass WL + X

View snow-free WL + X X X X

View dist. steep WL – X X X X

Snow-free lag WH:Res − X

Snow-free lag WL:Mig + X

Biomass lag WH:Res − X

Biomass lag WL:Mig + X

Dist. steep WH:Res − X

Dist. steep WL:Mig − X

Lions lag WL:Mig − X

Symbols in the effect column represent predictions of how larger covariate values will influence migratory propensity (0 = no prediction, + = positive effect, − = negative
effect). In the covariate names, WH and WL are abbreviations for “winter high-elevation range” and “winter low-elevation range” respectively. “Res” and “Mig” are indicator
variables representing an individual’s resident (Res = 1) or migratory (Mig = 1) status. Detailed descriptions of covariates can be found in the text. Within the model
descriptions ‘X’ demarcates covariates that were considered in the full model and retained in the trimmed model. An asterisk (*) denotes a covariate carried over from the
trimmed base model, and not subjected to stepwise model selection. Gray shading indicates that a covariate was not considered in a model.

from 100% to get the mean percent snow-free area per hectare,
and multiplied by the total range area. We anticipated that as a
range’s snow-free area increased, SNBS attraction to the range
would increase because of access to nutritional resources and
reduced costs of locomotion.

Physical characteristics of high-elevation terrain may facilitate
snow scouring by strong winter winds, improving forage access
for SNBS. Resident SNBS [i.e., those wintering on high-elevation
alpine range have been observed to use large, flat windswept
plateaus (Stephenson et al., 2020)]. Large plateaus provide access
to forage and allow SNBS to distance themselves from precipitous
terrain where avalanches and falls down icy slopes result in
mortality events (Conner et al., 2018). In contrast, on low-
elevation winter range, quick access to steep terrain is important
to permit migratory SNBS to escape predators not commonly
found at higher elevations (Spitz et al., 2020). Hence, we expect
migratory propensity to be negatively associated with increasing
distance to steep terrain on both the high and low-elevation
winter ranges. We calculated distance to steep terrain in meters
for each 30 m DEM pixel in each sub-seasonal range, where steep
terrain was defined as any pixel having >31◦ and <70◦ slope
(Johnson et al., 2007; Spitz et al., 2020). We averaged the distance

to steep terrain across each sub-seasonal range and calculated
the area-weighted mean of the sub-seasonal ranges to produce a
range-aggregated distance. Since our interest was in the amount
of a range close to (low-elevation winter range) or far from
(high-elevation winter range) steep terrain, we multiplied linear
distance in meters by range area in hectares. Given that our
seasonal ranges are similar in size and geometric configuration
across herd units, large values of our proximity to steep terrain
metric represent land area far from escape terrain, while smaller
values characterize ranges with land close to steep terrain.

Predator density on low-elevation winter range may also drive
SNBS migratory decisions in avoidance of predation risk. SNBS
share their low-elevation winter range with mule deer which
serve as the primary food source for mountain lions (Puma
concolor) in the Sierra (Dellinger et al., 2020). Lions consume
migratory SNBS as an alternative prey source on common winter
range, making lion depredation one of the primary causes of adult
mortality in SNBS (Davis et al., 2012; Conner et al., 2018). As
an index of predator abundance, we used annual counts of adult
lions (≥18 months) obtained following the methods described
in Gammons et al. (2021). Lion counts were conducted at a
recovery-unit scale, which encompasses multiple herd units. We
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assumed that the index applies to each herd unit within the
recovery unit, an assumption supported by the extensive home
ranges of lions in the Sierra. To account for noise in total lion
counts arising from changes in survey effort across time, we used
a 5-year moving average to smooth counts. We replaced missing
years with linearly interpolated values, except if the missing year
was at the beginning or end of the time series, in which case we
repeated the first or final value. We approximated predation risk
by calculating the predator density of each herd unit, dividing the
lion count by the area of the low-elevation winter range with the
expectation that predation risk should have a negative effect on
SNBS migratory propensity.

The distance SNBS travel between summer and winter
range also captures a form of risk incurred moving through
unfamiliar or infrequently used portions of the landscape. While
high-elevation winter range is a subsection of an SNBS’s summer
range, reaching low-elevation winter range requires traversing
areas SNBS do not normally inhabit. The landscape matrix
between summer and low-elevation winter ranges may contain
land cover that SNBS avoid, snow that impedes movement,
treacherous topography, predators, or lack resources. We used
the straight-line distance, corrected for change in elevation (using
the Pythagorean theorem), between the centers of summer range
and low-elevation winter range as a proxy for travel-related
migratory risk. We expected that larger inter-range distances
would have a negative effect on SNBS migratory propensity.

Social Environment Covariates
The social environment, as it is defined here, encompasses all
information an individual possesses about itself, its previous
behavior, and intra-specific interactions with members of the
same social group (deme) or herd unit.

SNBS sexually segregate into demes of rams and ewes,
although both may migrate (Schroeder et al., 2010). Males remain
with their mothers in ewe demes until they are 2 years of age
when they are pushed out of their maternal group and join a ram
deme (Geist and Petocz, 1977; Ruckstuhl, 1998; Pelletier, 2005;
Schroeder et al., 2010). To account for ram behavioral variation
between adolescence and sexual maturity, we included sex as a
predictor in our models, with females serving as the reference
category, and an interaction of sex and age for males.

An individual’s migratory history may inform its future
behavior through knowledge of the location of migratory winter
range (spatial memory) and previous range conditions (attribute
memory), as well as its innate inclination to migrate. We included
a migratory lag covariate to account for past behavior. Bighorn
that displayed resident behavior in the previous observation
period (within 2 years of the focal animal year, if unobserved
the prior year) were assigned a value of −1. Migrants were
assigned a value of 1, and individuals previously unobserved
were designated 0. We expected this variable to reflect individual
behavioral persistence, and hence have a positive effect on the
propensity to migrate.

Individuals translocated between ranges during the summer
or fall do not possess spatial or attribute memory of migratory
winter range in their adopted herd unit. If migration is
facilitated by an individual’s prior knowledge of the presence,

location, or attributes of low-elevation winter range in their
current environment, in the absence of cultural transmission
of information, the behavior of translocated animals may
be constrained by a lack of information. We accounted for
the absence of spatial and attribute memory in translocated
individuals in a novel environment by including a binary
translocation covariate, with individuals receiving a value of 1 in
the year they were placed on summer range in a new herd unit,
and a 0 otherwise, with the expectation that this covariate will
negatively affect propensity to migrate.

The behavior of an individual’s social group (deme) may
dictate the behavior of the individual, particularly if group
membership confers a fitness advantage (Festa-Bianchet, 1991).
We classified demes through a combination of expert opinion
and visual review of mapped positional data for individual
bighorn relative to conspecifics and prominent landscape
features. In herd units with small populations where only a
single social group was present, we replaced the deme designation
with the herd unit identifier. To capture group influence on
individual behavior, we included a ‘deme culture’ covariate
that represents the proportion of migrants in a deme during
a given animal year (excluding the focal individual), with
the expectation that this covariate would positively affect an
individual’s propensity to migrate.

The propensity of a deme to migrate likely changes with
time since establishment (typically in a previously unoccupied
area) as collective knowledge of available resources, risks, and
conditions is accumulated, and deme culture solidifies. We
indirectly accounted for this temporal shift by including an
inverse time on the landscape covariate for each deme, which
we will refer to as ‘deme history.’ We recorded the first year a
deme was detected as part of our deme classifications. Any demes
present in our reference year, 1978, were assigned a value of 0.
Demes emerging later than 1978 were assigned a value equal to
the difference between the year they were first documented and
the reference year. We anticipated that the length of time a deme
has existed on the landscape would be positively correlated with
member propensity to migrate due to the cultural transmission of
knowledge (Jesmer et al., 2018; Lowrey et al., 2020).

Theory suggests that deme size (equivalent in our systems
to local population density) should increase member migratory
propensity, as it increases competition for forage (primarily on
high-elevation winter range) and decreases per-capita predation
risk (primarily on low-elevation winter range) (Avgar et al., 2020).
Counts of female SNBS are conducted annually, although the
season (winter vs. summer) during which the surveys take place
varies between herd units and years. Winter counts are pre-birth
pulse surveys and summer counts are post-birth pulse surveys,
meaning they are not directly comparable because counts differ
by the number of female lambs, assuming adult female mortality
is negligible (Johnson et al., 2010b). We adjusted all winter counts
to approximate summer counts by adding half of the lamb count
(assuming a 50/50 sex ratio given that lambs are not identifiable as
male or female) to the female winter count and shifting the count
year to reflect the subsequent animal year (because our animal
year begins in July). To account for noise arising in total female
counts due to changes in survey effort across time, we used a
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five-year moving average to smooth counts. We replaced missing
years with linearly interpolated values, except if the missing year
was at the beginning or end of the time series, in which case we
repeated the first or final value. To create our deme size index,
we divided our smoothed annual female counts for each herd
unit by the number of demes present during a given year. We
assumed all demes were of equal size because we did not have
positional data for all females in a herd to assign them to a deme.
We expected deme size to have a positive effect on the propensity
of its members to migrate.

Modeling
We built a suite of four binomial generalized linear mixed models
(‘base,’ ‘omniscient,’ ‘perception,’ and ‘memory’; detailed below)
using Laplace approximations of maximum likelihood in the R
package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015). We conducted all analyses
described in the methods in R (Version 4.1.1, R Core Team,
2021), unless otherwise noted. Our response variable was the
binary classification of whether a given individual migrated in
a given year, with our random effects accounting for herd-
and individual-level variability in the model’s intercept (the
basal migratory propensity). Our model inputs included 1,298
animal years of data, which encompassed 460 unique individuals
across 14 herd units. We centered the means of all continuous
population-level covariate values at 0 and scaled them in units of
standard deviation from the mean to improve convergence and
facilitate interpretation. The physical environment experienced
by an individual is characterized by cumulative biomass, snow-
free area, and distance to steep terrain. We excluded shrub
cover and migratory distance covariates from all four of our
models because their effects were highly correlated with other
covariates that we deemed of greater biological importance in
our study system.

We trimmed all four models using stepwise AIC model
selection. Beginning with the full models, we excluded a single
covariate during each iterative model run and re-calculated the
AIC score of the model with a reduced fixed effects structure.
The reduced model that received the lowest AIC score served as
the starting model for the next step. We continued the stepwise
reduction until all remaining models scored at least two 4AIC
points higher than our starting model for the step, which we
designated our best model.

Base Model
Our base model fixed-effects structure captures information an
individual possesses about itself, its social environment, and
its present physical range at the time it makes the decision
to migrate. As such, this base model excludes the effects of
perceptual or memorized information about the low-elevation
winter range, and hence serves as an appropriate null model. The
base model includes sex, an interaction of sex and age, migratory
history, and translocation status as covariates representing
the state of an individual (Table 1). The social environment
experienced by an individual is comprised of deme culture,
deme history, and deme size covariates. We assumed that at
the time it makes the decision to migrate, an individual is
located on its high-elevation winter range (a subsection of its

summer range). Therefore, the individual has perfect information
about the physical environment on high-elevation winter range
at that point in time (i.e., the fall season). After trimming our
base model, we carried the remaining fixed effects (and the
random-effects structure) forward in our three other models to
reflect information an individual possesses in the absence of
our cognitive processes of interest. The trimmed base model
covariates were not subject to stepwise model reduction in any
of the cognitive models.

Omniscient Model
The omniscient model represents a common, but likely
unrealistic, ecological assumption – that individuals have perfect
knowledge of their environment (near and far) when making
decisions about habitat use. While SNBS in our base model had
perfect knowledge of the physical environment on high-elevation
winter range, individuals in the omniscient model also had
perfect knowledge of the low-elevation winter range environment
they would experience as migrants in the coming winter. Our
omniscient model thus includes all covariates from the trimmed
base model, in addition to cumulative biomass, snow-free area,
proximity to steep terrain, and predator density on low-elevation
winter range for the focal animal year (Table 1).

Perception Model
Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep likely do not have perfect
information about the conditions on low-elevation winter range
when making migratory decisions, but may possess partial
information based on the amount of migratory range they can
see. While little is known definitively about the eyesight of
bighorn sheep, their visual acuity is much to the chagrin of North
American hunters who have compared it to a man aided by eight-
powered binoculars (Geist, 1971). Bighorn have been observed to
react to predators at distances of over 1 km (Geist, 1971). Bighorn
also forage more efficiently in habitats with greater visibility,
presumably because these landscapes permit early sighting of
predators (Risenhoover and Bailey, 1985; Valdez and Krausman,
1999). While bighorn are traditionally considered to be reliant
on their vision (which may also reflect a human-centric bias,
as we are visual creatures), auditory and olfactory cues may
also influence SNBS migratory decisions. However, non-visual
sensory cues are difficult to quantify retroactively and cannot
be meaningfully interpreted on the seasonal timescale of our
data. Although our perceptual model only explicitly accounts for
visual information available to SNBS, it generally reflects partial
knowledge of the present environment, encompassing non-visual
cues indirectly.

We quantified the visibility of low-elevation winter range
from the summer range in each herd unit using ESRI’s ArcMap
Viewshed Analysis tool (ESRI, 2020) (Figure 2). The tool
calculates the visibility of cells in a raster surface from a
designated point location given line-of-site barriers imposed
by topographic relief, as captured by a digital elevation model
(DEM). We assumed that land cover did not restrict line-of-
site, which is reasonable in our system given the low profile
most vegetation and steepness of the terrain. From our summer
range sub-seasonal polygons, we randomly sampled observation
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FIGURE 2 | Viewshed analysis performed on a subsection of the Olancha
Peak herd unit. Pink high-elevation summer range polygons encompass a
series of random observation points on which a hypothetical bighorn stands,
looking out over the landscape in all directions (evaluating 360 degrees of
visibility). The landscape is represented as a raster, with each raster cell
receiving a binary designation of 1 (seen) or 0 (not seen). This process is
repeated for every random point, with raster cells being assigned a value that
represents the total number of 1 s and 0 s accumulated across all
observations. Higher totals (more 1 s) represent greater visibility and are
depicted in colors closer to white on the gray scale raster. Lower totals (more
0 s) indicate low visibility and are represented by colors closer to black.
Bighorn on the summer range looking down at the orange low-elevation
winter range polygon have good potential visibility (unobstructed by
topography) of attributes on the left-most edge of the range, but visibility
declines moving toward the right-most edge.

points at a density of one point per hectare (Figure 2).
Random observation points characterize locations individuals
could occupy on their summer range and look down-slope at
potential low-elevation winter range. We assumed the eyeline
of an SNBS was 1.75 m above the ground, ArcGIS’s default
observer height, because we did not have a good estimate of
true eyeline height for bighorn. Although an eyeline of 1.75m
may overestimate visibility given that SNBS stand, on average,
1 m at the shoulder (CDFW, 2021), the bias is consistent across
herd units and should not influence our final results. It is also
likely that bighorn use local high-points for visual observation
which our overestimate of eyeline may represent. From a random
observation point, we assigned all raster cells in our low-elevation
winter range polygons a binary classification of 1 (seen) or 0
(not seen). We repeated this classification procedure for each
observation point, and calculated a total visibility score for
each raster cell by summing the binary classifications. We then
summed the visibility score of all raster cells across an entire
seasonal range. To account for differences in range size, we
created a visibility index that scales between 0 and 1, with 1
indicating all raster cells on low elevation range were visible
from every observation point, and 0 representing no visibility
of raster cells from any observation point. We calculated our
visibility index by dividing a range’s total visibility score (sum

of all cell visibility scores) by the total number of raster cells
in a range multiplied by the total number of observed points
(representing the possibility that every raster cell is seen from
every observation point). The visibility index captures the relative
variation in visibility between herd units, but given our numerous
assumptions may not accurately represent what SNBS actually
see. We expected visibility to have a positive effect on migratory
propensity as a main effect (SNBS more likely to migrate when
they can see more of the low-elevation range), but also to enhance
the effects of other low-elevation range attributes.

In our perception model, the covariates characterizing the
low-elevation winter range during the migratory window –
cumulative biomass, snow-free area, and proximity to steep
terrain – are multiplied by the visibility index (before scaling and
centering) to represent visual information about the migratory
range available to SNBS at the time they make a migratory
decision. We also included (in addition to the trimmed base-
model covariates) a range visibility covariate for each herd unit,
taking the product of the herd unit visibility index and the area
of the low-elevation winter range in hectares to capture the
importance of seeing potential migratory range in the absence of
specific information characterizing range attributes (Table 1).

Memory Model
While our first three models sought to capture an individual’s
knowledge of the present and/or future physical environment,
individuals may also remember attributes of the ranges where
they overwintered previously, and this information is expected
to influence their present migratory behavior. We modeled
the influence of attribute memory on migratory behavior
by including interactions between last year’s range-specific
environmental covariates on either high-elevation (for last year’s
resident) or low-elevation range (for last year’s migrants), and
migratory history indicator variables. Animals translocated over
summer/fall were assumed to rely on attribute information from
their natal range. Because this model formulation necessitates
excluding animal years where the migratory status of the
individual in the previous year was unknown, we fit the memory
model using a reduced data set (779 animal years). The memory
model includes lagged cumulative biomass, snow-free area, and
proximity to steep terrain covariates for both high and low-
elevation winter range. We also included a lagged predator
density covariate on low-elevation winter range, as well as
all covariates from the trimmed base model (Table 1). We
trimmed the memory model by removing the high and low-
elevation representations of the same environmental covariate
in pairs because each pair represents a single hypothesized
behavioral driver. We expected that memory of a range would
increase range affinity if the conditions experienced last year
were good, or encourage the opposite behavior if experienced
conditions were poor.

Global Model and Model Goodness of Fit
We then combined the covariates from the trimmed base,
perception, omniscient, and memory models into a global model
which we again trimmed using stepwise AIC model selection to
determine which cognitive processes most strongly influenced
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migratory behavior (Table 1). We calculated conditional and
marginal pseudo-R2 goodness of fit statistics for all trimmed
models using the MuMIn package (Barton, 2020). To evaluate
the predictive capabilities of the trimmed models, we split our
data into five folds based on individual ID, trained our trimmed
models using four folds of the data, tested our trained models on
the remaining fold, and fit ROC-AUC curves in the R package
pROC (Robin et al., 2011) to both the trained and tested models.
A higher ROC-AUC value (range 0–1, with 0.5 representing
random chance) represents better model performance. We
repeated this process until each fold had served as both testing
and training data and reported the mean ROC-AUC values
across all training and testing iterations. Model predictions on
test data arise from the population-level estimates of the fixed
effects because the testing data is an out of sample prediction
containing new levels of the random effect (unique individuals)
not encountered during model training.

RESULTS

The annual percentage of migratory SNBS across the species’
range varied from 56 to 100%, with a mean of 81.6% (SD = 13.6%)
(Figure 3A). The percentage of individuals that changed
behavioral strategies between subsequent years ranged from 0
to 39.3% with a mean of 15.5% (SD = 10.1%) across years
(Figure 3B). We note here that while our study sought to
address the drivers of migratory behavior rather than migratory
switching, Spitz (2015) considers the latter.

The base model covariates retained after stepwise model
selection included migratory history, deme culture, deme history,
and distance to steep terrain on high-elevation winter range.
Individuals that migrated in the recent past were more likely to
migrate in the focal animal year. The propensity of individuals to
migrate increased as the proportion of migrants in an individual’s
social group increased. Individuals that were part of demes with
longer histories on the landscape were more likely to migrate than
those belonging to ‘younger’ demes. Lastly, increasing distance
to steep terrain on high-elevation winter range, capturing the
presence of plateaus, had a negative effect on SNBS migratory
propensity. These effects all agree with our a-priori expectations
based on the ecology of the system.

All cognitive models included the four retained base covariates
(to capture variability unexplained by cognitive processes)
and the suite of cognitive covariates kept after stepwise
model reductions. The only covariate retained in the trimmed
omniscient model was the snow-free area on low-elevation winter
range. As expected, SNBS were more likely to migrate as the
snow-free area on their migratory range increased. The trimmed
perception model included visible snow-free area and visible
distance to steep terrain on low-elevation winter range. SNBS
were more likely to migrate if they could see a greater percentage
of snow-free area and shorter distances to escape terrain on
their potential migratory range. No cognitive covariates were
retained in the trimmed memory model (in addition to the
base covariates).

FIGURE 3 | (A) The annual percentage of migratory (detected below
elevations of 2,850 m) Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep from 1998 to 2020 based
on capture, ground survey, VHF, and GPS telemetry data (black line). The
number of individual bighorn monitored each year varies with time and
population size (gray line). (B) The annual percentage of Sierra bighorn that
switch behavioral strategies (previous resident, present migrant or previous
migrant, present resident) between years (black line). The number of individual
bighorn with longitudinal data (migratory classification in the previous and
present year) varies with time and population size (gray line).

The results of our trimmed global model indicate that
perception is the most important cognitive process underlying
SNBS migratory decision-making. The omniscient snow-free
area covariate was eliminated from the global model during
the stepwise model reduction process, resulting in identical
trimmed global and perception models. Overall, the trimmed
global model reveals that SNBS are more likely to migrate if
they recently migrated (Figure 4A), if their social group includes
a high percentage of migrants (Figure 4B), and if they are
able to see larger amounts of snow-free area on low-elevation
winter range (Figure 4E). SNBS are less likely to migrate if
they are part of a social group that has existed for a shorter
period of time (Figure 4C), if they have access to high-elevation
habitat far from steep terrain (Figure 4D), and if they observe
a lack of habitat close to steep terrain on potential migratory
range (Figure 4F). Lastly, innate differences between individuals
explain a considerable amount of residual variability in migratory
propensity, as evidenced by the magnitude of our random
effects (Table 2).

A comparison of model performance and goodness of
fit statistics across our suite of trimmed models supports
perception as the cognitive process that explains the most
migratory variability in SNBS (Table 3). However, comparing
the marginal R2 values of the perception and base (excluding
cognitive covariates) models, cognitive covariates only explain
∼4% of the variation in SNBS migratory behavior compared to
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FIGURE 4 | (A) The predicted probability (black line) that an individual SNBS will migrate (with 1 representing certainty that migration will occur) given an individual’s
migratory history represented in units of standard deviation (SD) away from mean 0 on the odds ratio scale (back transformed from the logit scale) with the values of
all other covariates held at their population mean. Predictions are made only using population-level fixed effects based on coefficient values from our trimmed global
model to allow for out of sample predictions (random effect variance is excluded). The gray ribbon represents a 95% confidence interval around the prediction. We
allowed each covariate to vary in turn while holding all others at their population mean so (B) captures the probability of migration based on the proportion of
migratory individuals in the subpopulation, (C) depicts the probability of migration given the inverse of the length of time that an individual’s subpopulation has
existed on the landscape (larger values represent a shorter time on the landscape), (D) represents the probability of migration given the distance to steep terrain on
high-elevation winter range, (E) captures the probability of migration based on visible, snow-free area on low-elevation winter range, and (F) shows the probability of
migration given the visible distance to steep terrain on low-elevation winter range.

TABLE 2 | Binomial linear mixed effect model results for our trimmed global model, predicting migratory behavior (0 = resident, 1 = migrant) of Sierra Nevada bighorn
sheep using a suite of base and cognitive (perceptual) fixed effects and a (1| Herd Unit:Individual) random effect structure in the the R package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015).

Model Covariate Coefficient 95% CI p-value

Trimmed global fixed effects Intercept 1.276 0.901, 1.650 < 0.001*

Migratory history 0.400 0.077, 0.723 0.015*

Deme culture 0.835 0.617, 1.052 <0.001*

Deme history −0.328 −0.549, −0.107 0.004*

Distance to steep terrain WH −0.494 −0.753, −0.235 <0.001*

Visible snow-free Area WL 0.839 0.463, 1.215 <0.001*

Visible dist. steep terrain WL −1.416 −2.096, −0.736 <0.001*

Random Effect Variance 1 | Individual:Herd Unit 1.072 Marginal R2 0.384

1 | Herd Unit 0 Conditional R2 0.535

We estimated marginal and conditional pseudo-R2 values using Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2013) method implemented in the MuMIn package (Barton, 2020). * indicates
a statistically significant p-value at an alpha level of 0.05.
Marginal and conditional R2 values appear to the right of the bold text in the body of the table.
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TABLE 3 | Model performance (AICc) and goodness of fit statistics (pseudo-R2 and ROC AUC scores) for the trimmed base and cognitive models.

Trimmed model AICc 1AICc Marginal R2 Conditional R2 Train
ROC AUC

Test
ROC AUC

Perception (global) 1018.061 – 0.384 0.535 0.918 0.830

Omniscient 1022.194 4.133 0.378 0.501 0.906 0.832

Base 1027.993 5.799 0.345 0.477 0.896 0.834

Memory – – 0.368 0.391 0.857 0.847

We calculated AICc scores and marginal and conditional pseudo-R2 values using functions implemented in the MuMIn package (Barton, 2020). The memory model
cannot be directly compared to the other candidate models because it was fit using a reduced data set. We computed ROC AUC scores using the R package pROC
(Robin et al., 2011) and calculated the mean ROC AUC estimate across 5 combinations of test and training data. The model uses population-level means to predict the
migratory status of test individuals not encountered during model training.

∼34% captured by the base model covariates (Table 3). While
our study highlights the influence of cognitive processes on
migratory decision making in SNBS, an individual’s previous
experiences, and present social and physical environment explain
the preponderance of behavioral variation. All models had strong
out-of-sample predictive capacity (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

Our study is the first to evaluate cognitive processes that underpin
migratory decision-making in a population of short-distance,
altitudinal migrants. Our results demonstrate that short-
distance altitudinal migration of SNBS is, in part, a behavioral
response to an individual’s perception of present environmental
conditions on available, low-elevation (migratory) range. An
individual’s sensory informational state (perception model)
explained more variation in migratory behavior than memorized
information (memory model) or perfect environmental
knowledge (omniscient model), illustrating that individuals
make migratory decisions with only partial information
about their target range. While the addition of cognitive
processes to our base model improved model performance,
the availability of high-elevation winter habitat, an individual’s
social environment, and intrinsic factors explained the greatest
amount of behavioral variation within the population. We
refer to SNBS as perceptually-informed migrants to reflect the
limited influence (or our limited ability to detect the influence)
of cognitive drivers on migratory decision-making. We believe
that our findings are encouraging with respect to the future
persistence of SNBS. Perceptually-informed migration may
result in greater behavioral plasticity in response to changes
in resource phenology and distribution arising from global
climate change, while migrants reliant on prediction of future
environmental conditions given past experience may exhibit a
lagged response to climatic variability.

Perception and Memory
Perception of present conditions on low-elevation migratory
range, rather than memory of past conditions or omniscience,
was the strongest cognitive predictor of short-distance altitudinal
migration in SNBS. SNBS migration occurs over large changes
in elevation, but short geographical distances. Steep elevational
gradients in the Sierra likely favor perceptually-informed

migratory decisions because visual range increases with altitude.
Large changes in elevation also give rise to a condensed ecological
gradient where resources, risks, and conditions shift drastically
over short geographic distances (Lomolino, 2001; John and Post,
2021). Unlike long-distance migrants tracking gradual resource
changes over considerable distances, SNBS can likely see a large
proportion of the ecological gradient spanning their migratory
route to destination range, and assess the profitability of
movement. While our model may not accurately represent what
bighorn can see, it captures partial sensory information about the
present state of alternative ranges, which may include sensory
inputs (smell and sound) that we did not explicitly represent. Our
findings support our expectation that perception would be the
cognitive mechanism favored by short-distance migrants because
it is biologically realistic, unlike omniscience, and matches the
timing of movement with changes in the environment.

The spatial scale of migratory movement limits the cognitive
mechanisms available to support migratory decision-making. By
our definition, long distance migrants cannot use perception
of alternative range to make a migratory decision because they
are moving to a location outside of their perceptual range.
Long distance migrants may perceive that the environment
is unfavorable on their present range and decide to migrate,
but they are being pushed from their current location rather
than pulled to a more favorable location, like the SNBS. Long-
distance migrants may also use perception to follow a resource
gradient to an alternate range (Holdo et al., 2015; Merkle
et al., 2019). However, long-distance migrants cannot decide
to move to a specific target destination without invoking non-
perceptual cognitive processes. Individuals could rely on memory
to return to a range they visited previously (Bracis and Mueller,
2017; Abrahms et al., 2019; Merkle et al., 2019), cultural
transmission of knowledge from past migrants (Jesmer et al.,
2018; Lowrey et al., 2020), or an innate encoding of the migratory
destination (Mouritsen, 1998; Kashetsky et al., 2021). None of
these cognitive mechanisms provide long-distance migrants with
information about the present conditions on their destination
range. Global climate change causes phenomenological shifts in
events like green-up that may disproportionately impact long-
distance migrants because they do not possess the information to
match the timing of their movements to environmental changes
on their target range.

The spatial and temporal predictability of resources, risks, and
conditions may also determine which cognitive mechanisms are
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used by migrants. Memory-informed migrants make predictions
about the present/future state of their target range based on
past experience (Bracis and Mueller, 2017; Abrahms et al., 2019;
Merkle et al., 2019). Effective prediction relies on consistency
in the location and timing of environmental variation. High-
altitude environments along steep elevational gradients, like
those found in the Sierra, are not characterized by predictable
variation. Birds, frogs, skinks, snails, and freshwater shrimp
have all been found to adjust their life history strategies at
high altitudes, producing fewer, but larger offspring partially
in response to increased climatic unpredictability (Badyaev and
Ghalambor, 2001). Perceptually-informed migration may be an
adaptive cognitive response to environmental variability within
and between years. The Sierra has the highest variability in snow
events of any mountain range in the western United States,
low correlation of interannual snowpack, and no discernible
directional trend in snow accumulation over a 71-year time
series (Cayan, 1996). If the SNBS attraction to snow-free areas
observed in our system was a memory-informed response to the
previous year’s snow cover, individuals would likely experience a
mismatch between the expected timing and location of snow-free
area and present snow conditions. The timing of the first major
precipitation event that drives green-up on low-elevation winter
range also is highly variable between years, ranging from early
autumn to mid-winter (Wehausen, 1992). If migrants depart for
low-elevation winter range in advance of green-up, they face
increased predation risk and are not compensated with greater
forage availability. Migration in response to a past state of the
environment confers fewer fitness advantages than a behavioral
response to present environmental cues when environmental
variability is unpredictable.

Variation in the timing of SNBS migration between years
(Spitz et al., 2018) suggests that SNBS are responding to
inter-annual environmental variability based on proximate
cues. The existence of vacillating migration in SNBS, where
individuals undertake 2–4 movements between seasonal ranges
during the migratory window (Denryter et al., 2021b), also
suggests that migration is a response to observed intra-
annual variability. Memory may be the cognitive mechanism
that underlies migration in predictable environments, while
perception facilitates migration when the timing and location of
resources, risks, and conditions is variable.

Habitat
An individual’s migratory status is partially determined by the
quality and availability of high and low-elevation winter habitat.
Our results corroborate the findings of Spitz et al. (2020) who
observed that habitat selection by migrant and resident SNBS was
predictive of the local prevalence of migratory behavior. Similar
to our study, Spitz et al. (2020) found that resident bighorn
selected habitats twice as far from steep terrain as migrants.
While our top model included a perceptual contextualization of
low-elevation range attributes, in concurrence with Spitz et al.
(2020) we found that migration is more prevalent in habitat
with less snow near escape terrain. However, Spitz et al. (2020)
also observed that forage availability on both high and low-
elevations ranges helped to explain the frequency of migrant

and resident behaviors. They concluded that migrant SNBS
prioritize access to forage at the cost of increased predation
risk, while residents minimize predation risk but incur increased
energetic costs imposed by limited access to forage and greater
thermoregulatory demands (Johnson et al., 2013; Spitz et al.,
2020; Denryter et al., 2021a). While our results suggest that
avoidance of snow may be of greater importance for migrants
than access to forage, discrepancies between studies may result
from our quantification of vegetative biomass. We used an
annual measure of forage biomass on each range. Spitz et al.
(2020) did not have access to these new remotely sensed
products to incorporate temporally dynamic habitat attributes,
and instead relied on 11-year averages of forage and snow
cover. Observed habitat selection in response to long-term
averages of temporally variable covariates may indicate that
bighorn migration has some dependence on memory that
we did not capture looking at range conditions experienced
only in the previous year. In long-lived species like SNBS,
complex, non-Markovian representations of memory merit
further evaluation.

One habitat attribute that we did not quantify, but warrants
further exploration is connectivity between high and low-
elevation ranges. The distance covariate included in our model
does not capture resistance to movement based on land cover
attributes. Mid-elevations in the Sierra are characterized by
pinyon-juniper scrub and coniferous forests. SNBS avoid forested
landscapes presumably because tree cover conceals predators
and increases predation risk. Contiguous mid-elevation forest
cover may restrict migratory movements. However, the migratory
corridors of Sierra sheep are difficult to delineate because
individuals can move between seasonal ranges within a few
hours. The temporal resolution of GPS fixes from collars is
often too coarse to capture SNBS mid-migration. Establishing a
measure of migratory connectivity in our system is an important
step toward understanding the residual variation in migratory
behavior between herds.

Culture
Our results show that membership to a social group with
a large proportion of migrants is the strongest predictor of
migratory behavior in SNBS, but time since establishment of
the group determines the group’s propensity to migrate, in
line with the findings of Jesmer et al. (2018) and Lowrey
et al. (2020). While time since establishment may also capture
behavioral variation resulting from changes in group size and
experienced density, the independent group density covariate in
our analysis did not receive support. The increase in migratory
propensity over time has been hypothesized to arise from
social learning, a process grounded in shared memory across
generations (Jesmer et al., 2018). When SNBS colonize or
are translocated to a new area of the landscape, they possess
no knowledge of migratory ranges or routes accrued from
experience on their new range, other than a general awareness of
previously overwintering at a high or low elevation in their natal
range (migratory history). As individuals explore new habitat,
they accumulate information about their surroundings, which
if retained, becomes memory (Fagan et al., 2013). The strong
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group cohesion of SNBS permits dissemination of information
within social groups between individuals. The group’s collective
knowledge of the landscape is a compilation of individual
knowledge, and increases over time with the contribution of
subsequent generations. Social learning provides a form of
collective memory that is not represented in our individualistic
characterization of memory.

While attribute memory did not inform SNBS migratory
decision-making, the importance of a deme’s history on
the landscape (representative of collective memory) suggests
memory is necessary to support migration. Similar to Bracis
and Mueller (2017), Abrahms et al. (2019), and Merkle
et al. (2019) who found memory underpinned navigation of
migratory mule deer, whales, and zebras, respectively, SNBS
may rely on memory to navigate to low-elevation winter range,
particularly over longer geographic distances. Although we
did not explicitly consider drivers of the navigation process,
navigation is implicit in our model. We used an individual’s
migratory status in a given year as our response variable which
encompasses both halves of the migratory process – decision-
making and navigation. By treating a completed migration –
a realization of a migratory decision – as representative of
a migratory decision, we don’t account for individuals who
decide to migrate, but fail to navigate to an alternative range.
However, it is possible that SNBS migration in a novel
landscape requires numerous failed attempts before enough
knowledge is accumulated to permit successful navigation
to low-elevation winter range. Translocated bighorn with
an abbreviated history on the landscape are less migratory
than native populations, a behavioral trend attributed to an
absence of collective memory (Lowrey et al., 2020). Given the
prevalence of translocation as a management strategy in our
system to establish SNBS in historic habitat, further study of
the importance of memory for navigation between migratory
ranges is warranted.

We sought to represent deme culture by quantifying the
proportion of migrants in each social group in the absence
of the focal individual, which may serve as a proxy for
accumulated knowledge or opportunities for social learning
if each migrant individual has previous experience. However,
an increase in an individual’s probability of migration as the
migratory propensity of the group increases may simply represent
the importance of remaining part of a group. Predator vigilance
is important for SNBS survival, particularly while foraging,
and being part of a group with “many eyes” confers a safety
advantage (Lima, 1995; Rieucau and Martin, 2008). Group
membership also reduces predation risk through confusion
and dilution effects (Pulliam, 1973; Krause and Ruxton, 2002).
While there is limited predation risk on high-elevation range
during the winter, mountain lion predation events on low-
elevation range are the greatest source of adult mortality for
SNBS (US Fish and Wildlife Service, 2007; Johnson et al., 2013;
Gammons et al., 2021). Migration to low-elevation range may
become safer as the number of migrants increases for which
proportion of migrants serves as a proxy. However, our deme
culture covariate captures all factors common to a migratory or
resident portion of a social group that explain some behavioral

variation. The cultural effect size from our analysis should be
interpreted with caution.

In agreement with Lowrey et al. (2020), our findings indicate
that individual variability and the social environment are
stronger determinants of migratory behavior than attributes of
the physical environment. Our base model covariates capture
47.7% of the variability in our system and the addition of
cognitive mechanisms only slightly improves model performance
(pseudo-R2 0.535). When translocating animals to establish new
herds or augment existing populations, wildlife practitioners
should be mindful of who they are moving if the emergence of
migratory behavior is a priority. The identity of a translocated
individual and migratory proclivity of its new deme are stronger
determinants of migratory behavior than habitat. However, a
limited understanding of the structure and composition of
the social groups in our system means that changes in social
dynamics when adding or removing individuals to a herd are
unpredictable. If a single dominant individual is responsible
for initiating migration, the behavior of a group may change
with augmentations made to the social hierarchy. Translocated
individuals may adopt or disrupt the social hierarchy of their
new herd. Improving our understanding of SNBS social structure
and migratory initiation will allow resource managers to optimize
their selection of individuals for translocation to achieve desired
behavioral outcomes.

Individual History
Our results agree with the findings of Spitz et al. (2018) that
migratory behavior in SNBS is highly plastic. Compared to
Spitz et al. (2018), we detected a higher frequency of migratory
behavior (with an average of 81% vs. 63% of individual SNBS
migrating each year) and a lower facultative switching rate (with
an average of 15.5% vs. 25% of individuals changing migratory
strategies between years). Discrepancies between studies likely
arise from differences in the types and quantity of data used,
as well as migratory classification techniques. Spitz et al. (2018)
analyzed 262 animal years of GPS data collected between
2005 and 2016. Our study incorporated 1,298 animal years
of data spanning from 1999 to 2020. We integrated multiple
sources of positional data into our analysis including GPS,
VHF, visual survey and capture information. Spitz et al. (2018)
also used elevation-based net squared displacement to classify
migration and chose to categorize individuals that exhibit
vacillating or abbreviated migration (Denryter et al., 2021b) as
residents. These same individuals are classified as migrants in
our study because of their presence below the elevational cutoff
during the migratory window. We may have detected a lower
migratory switching rate than observed previously because non-
traditional migrants who may more readily adopt conventional
migratory strategies are already classified as migrants in our
study. Our classification would indicate that no behavioral
switching occurred. It should be noted that embedded in our
data is an inherent migratory bias because visual counts and
captures during the migratory window most often take place
on low-elevation winter range where all observed individuals
are migrants. While this may over-represent the prevalence of
migratory behavior in the population relative to GPS-based
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classifications, we believe it does not affect our ability to quantify
the drivers of migration.

The migratory switching rate of SNBS is one of the highest
known among ungulates (Spitz et al., 2018) and this behavioral
plasticity likely arises because migratory decisions are partially
informed by perception of conditions on alternative ranges.
SNBS may switch between migrant and resident behaviors more
often than other taxa because they possess real-time information
about alternative ranges that allows individuals to assess the
profitability of migration relative to residency on their current
range. SNBS should choose to occupy the range that affords
the greatest fitness gains if the risk incurred in moving between
ranges is negligible (Fryxell and Sinclair, 1988; Mysterud et al.,
2011; Spitz et al., 2018). Given the short distance that SNBS
travel between ranges, migration may reflect a comparative
evaluation of high and low-elevation range quality based on
perceptual information. Repeated comparative evaluations of
habitat quality during the migratory window may explain the
behavior of vacillating migrants. Interannual variation in range
quality may also provide an alternative explanation for low-
elevation range abandonment observed in SNBS in the 1980s and
attributed to predation (Wehausen, 1996). In comparison, long-
distance migrants, like caribou (Rangifer tarandus), have been
observed to exhibit strong range fidelity even in habitat that has
undergone extensive anthropogenic alteration (Dalerum et al.,
2007). Given that caribou rely on spatial memory to navigate the
landscape (Avgar et al., 2015), it is likely that this species’ lack
of behavioral plasticity in selection of migratory range is due to
the predominance of memory as a cognitive driver. Sawyer et al.
(2019) also found an absence of migratory plasticity among mule
deer, a species reliant on spatial memory to facilitate migration
(Merkle et al., 2019). The asymmetry of behavioral plasticity
between cognitive drivers means that perceptually-informed
migrants will be better able to tolerate the increased climatic
variability that accompanies global climate change (assuming
no significant loss of habitat). However, additional research
is necessary to validate our hypothesized drivers of migratory
switching in SNBS because the scope of our study is limited to
the drivers of migration.

Our study recorded high migratory switching rates in SNBS
in addition to behavioral inertia. Individuals that migrated
the previous year were more likely to migrate in the present
year. Spitz et al. (2018) also noted that individuals only
changed migratory strategies approximately every 4 years. While
this periodicity may be driven by environmental factors, it
may also be a consequence of an individual’s physiological
condition or reproductive status. Some species reproduce and
migrate in alternate years to compensate for the energetic
demands of reproduction (Morrison and Bolger, 2012). Lactating
SNBS ewes enter the winter season with lower body fat
reserves than females who lost a lamb early or did not
reproduce (Stephenson et al., 2020). Lactation may necessitate
migration given the high energetic cost of residency on high-
elevation range because of a lack of forage and increased
thermoregulatory demands. Presently, we have little information
on body condition and lambing status that could be explored in
relation to migratory behavior for SNBS. However, those data,

when available, should be incorporated into future studies of
migratory drivers.

Management
Predicting when migratory behavior will arise in novel landscapes
is a challenge for wildlife practitioners as they work to re-
establish migratory populations via translocation in unoccupied
native range. The frequency of facultative migration is predictable
in species where perception and habitat attributes explain
significant behavioral variability. For SNBS, resource managers
can apply the perception and physical environment covariate
predictions from our model to areas of the landscape where
they are considering translocation to estimate the probability of
migratory behavior emerging in an established herd. However,
culture and characteristics of individuals are better predictors of
migratory behavior than perception or attributes of the physical
environment. Known migrants should be placed with individuals
from the same social group into habitat with characteristics
corresponding to migratory behavior to maximize chances of
behavioral continuity in a new environment, if desirable. Re-
establishing “lost” short-distance migration (Wehausen, 1996)
will be easier to accomplish in species like SNBS, where
perception is the primary cognitive mechanism influencing
migratory decisions, because individuals (or social groups) are
not reliant on prior knowledge of where and when to move.
It may prove more challenging to re-establish long-distance
migration to low-elevation winter range on the eastern slope of
the Sierra in populations of SNBS translocated to the western
slope. The Sierra crest prevents SNBS reliance on perceptual
cues to evaluate range quality on the opposite slope and
collective memory of this historical migration is absent in
translocated populations. Environmental drivers and trial and
error may be important for recovering migratory movements
that span the Sierra crest. Persistent changes in the resources,
risks, and conditions that drive migratory behavior, if detectable
through a sensory-perceptual mechanism, may still lead to the
disappearance of migration in perceptually-informed species.
The disappearance of migration is of concern if it decreases
a species’ fitness or results in the loss of collective memory
important for future migratory movements.

Conclusion
Perception is indicated as the primary cognitive mechanism
underlying short-distance altitudinal migratory decisions in
Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep. Perceptually-informed migrants
are behaviorally plastic and able to respond to changes in resource
phenology and distribution in unpredictable environments.
Migrants that depend on perception will likely be more resilient
to climatic unpredictability arising from global climate change
than species that must rely on past experience to predict
future conditions on migratory range. Perceptually-informed
migration allows for the possibility of predicting the emergence
of migratory behavior in novel landscapes based on habitat
attributes that enhance or limit sensory perception. However,
accurate predictions will require a better understanding of the
interplay of habitat, culture, and individual behavioral variation
and the magnitude of their influence on migratory behavior.
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Future studies should focus on cognitive drivers of migratory
decision-making across taxa to determine if a sensory perceptual
mechanism is unique to short-distance, altitudinal migrants.
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